Shear stress distribution in arterial tree models, generated by constrained constructive optimization.
Models of arterial trees are generated by the algorithm of Constrained Constructive Optimization (CCO). Straight cylindrical, binary branching tubes are arranged in an optimized fashion so as to convey blood to the terminal sites of the tree, which are distributed over a predefined area, representing the tissue to be perfused. All terminal segments supply equal flows at a unique terminal pressure, and the radii of parent and daughter segments are related via a bifurcation law. The connective structure and geometry of the model are optimized according to a target function such as total intravascular volume. The shear rate between blood and the vessel walls is computed in each segment and a new method is presented for rescaling a given CCO tree to a desired value of shear rate in the root segment. The effect of viscosity varying with shear rate is evaluated and a new method is presented for rescaling a CCO-tree segment by segment to consistent values of radii and variable viscosity. Shear stress is evaluated for its deviation from being proportional to shear rate and then subjected to various types of analyses. Usually both, shear stress and its variability, are found to be larger in the smaller than in the larger segments of the CCO-model trees. However, it is shown how the shear-stress distribution can be reshuffled between small and large segments when rescaling a CCO tree to obey a different bifurcation law, while its whole geometry remains unchanged and all boundary conditions remain fulfilled. The selection of optimization target is found to drastically affect shear-stress variability within bifurcations, which reaches a distinct minimum if the model is optimized according to intravascular volume. Finally, a rank-analysis of shear stress within each bifurcation shows that only two out of six possible rank patterns actually occur: the parent segment always experiences medium shear stress while minimum shear stress resides mostly in the larger, less frequently in the smaller daughter.